
IntelliVAN

IntelliVAN is our most complete system for tracking assets that are
deployed on vehicles. Service companies that rely on having the right
equipment in their vehicles know the importance of tracking this
equipment. Imagine the effectiveness of a tow truck that is missing jumper
cables, or an electrician without a meter, or worse yet an ambulance
without a defibrillator.
This solution is designed to track assets that are on board a vehicle without
having to physically account for them. The system allows you to
automatically confirm that all your assets are on board and accounted for
before the vehicle departs. Turn on your smart phone and see the location
of all your assets in seconds, find your equipment right down to the
vehicle, bin or cabinet-if it is not in your vehicle, you will know. Our auto
detect feature quickly reads all the tags in the vehicle and determines what
is missing, is something in your location that belongs somewhere else, and
lastly—is everything ok. The application runs on any android smart phone.
The easy to read display provides intuitive color coding of data. Red
indicates a missing asset while green confirms the equipment is accounted
for. Yellow represents known equipment that belongs in another vehicle.
In addition, IntelliVAN has fully integrated modules for passive and active
RFID technology, calibration, kitting, inventory, routing and much more. It is
highly scalable and fully customizable, and leverages all the latest state-of-
the-art technologies such as wireless mobility and RFID.

Industry Vertical Modules
IntelliVAN has industry specific modules designed and customized for your
specific industry requirement. These modules provide support for the
following industries:

Products

Emergency Response (EMS) Field Maintenance Landscaping

Construction Mobile Assets Restoration

Track Equipment in your vehicle in
seconds and in real time

View mobile assets on
your Android


